
96th NEBRASKA WOMEN’S MATCH PLAY CHAMPIONSHIP 
NGA • NWAGA • FREMONT GOLF CLUB 

July 15-17, 2019 
 

NOTICE TO PLAYERS 
(This notice supplements the Local Rules and Terms of the Competition for NGA Championships) 

 

1. Out of Bounds: 
a. Defined by the nearest inside edge of perimeter fence posts and white stakes. 
b. White stakes along the right side of hole #13 are out of bounds during play of that hole only. 
  

2. Ground Under Repair includes: 
a. Decorative flower beds (including all rock beds). 
b. Pampas Grass located behind the putting green on hole #3. 
 

3. Dropping Zones: As an additional option under Rule 17.1, if a ball is in the: 
a. Penalty Area (marked yellow) on hole #3. The player may drop a ball under penalty of one stroke on 

the designated dropping zone marked “DZ” located in the fairway. 
b. Penalty Area (marked red) behind the green on hole #11. The player may drop a ball under penalty of 

one stroke on the closer of two areas marked “DZ” located behind the putting green. 
 

4. Immovable Obstructions: 
a. Include, but are not limited to: 

(i) Artificially surfaced roads and paths including those surfaced with crushed rock, gravel and 
asphalt. 

(ii) Railroad tracks and rock beds bordering the tracks. 
b. The White Stakes used to define out of bounds along the right of hole #13 are deemed to be 

immovable obstructions during play of any other hole. 
c. Flower and plant beds enclosed by cart paths or adjacent to immovable obstructions are deemed to be 

part of the immovable obstruction. 
d. Immovable obstructions within or adjacent to each other are to be treated as a single obstruction. 
e. Young trees identified by an orange stake are deemed to be an immovable obstruction. 
 

5. Temporary Immovable Obstructions: 
a. Temporary Immovable Obstructions (TIO’s) include any tents, championship tee signs and sponsor 

signs. 
b. In addition to the available relief options under the Rules, a player having interference (including 

intervention) from any TIO may drop the ball, without penalty, on either side of the TIO, but not nearer 
the hole. 
 

6. Qualifier Scoring Area. A player’s score card is returned when it has been given to the scoring official 
and the player has left the immediate scoring area.  

 
7. Play-off: A tie for the final championship qualifying spot will be decided by a hole-by-hole play-off on 

holes 1, 17 and 18 immediately following the stroke play qualifier. 
 

8. Final Decisions on any Disputed Points will be made by Craig Ames, Sam Oehm and Ben Vigil. 
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